Spectrum of genotype and clinical manifestations in cerebral cavernous malformations.
Cerebral cavernous malformations (CCMs) are focal dysmorphic blood vessel anomalies predisposing individuals to hemorrhagic stroke and epilepsy. CCMs are sporadic or inherited as autosomal dominant disease with three known genes. The hypothesis that genetic heterogeneity would account for the remarkable variability in CCM manifestations was tested. CCM cases were prospectively enrolled. Germline CCM1 gene mutations were sought in 89 CCM samples. Associations with clinical manifestations and lesion characteristics were made among 41 symptomatic familial cases, including one cohort of 26 cases with CCM1 mutations and a second cohort of 15 cases without identifiable CCM1 mutations. The 15 cases were screened for CCM2 and CCM3 mutations. CCM1 mutations were found in 34 out of 50 subjects with familial disease and in none of 39 sporadic CCM cases. CCM2 and CCM3 mutations were found in three out of 10 families screened without CCM1 mutations. Clinical manifestations in 22 Hispanic-American cases with identical CCM1 mutations were highly variable. Fewer CCM1 patients experienced hemorrhage than others with familial disease (P = 0.0139 for all cases and P = 0.0442 for symptomatic cases). Adjusting for sex and age improved the logistic regression model, suggesting decreased numbers of patients with hemorrhage in CCM1 familial disease (P = 0.003 for all cases and P = 0.014 for symptomatic cases). Hemorrhage differences were not related to size or number of lesions. Factors in addition to CCM1 germline mutation contribute to CCM clinical manifestations. However, this evidence suggests that familial cases with CCM1 mutations may have less severe clinical manifestations than other familial cases.